Abstract. Theoretical growth rates for resonantly driven edge waves in the nearshore are estimmed from the forced, shallow water equations of motion for the case of a plane sloping bed. The forcing mechanism arises from spatial and temporal variations in radiation stress gradients induced by a modulating incident wave field. Only the case of exact resonance is considered, where the difference frequencies ,and wavenumbers satisfy the edge wave dispersion relation (the specific carrier frequencies are not important, only the forced difference values). The forcing is ex,'unined in the region seaward of the breakpoint and also within the fluctuating region of surf zone width. In each region, the forcing is dominated by the cross-shore gradient of onshore directed momentum flux, except for large angles of incidence and the lowest edge wave modes. Outside the surf zone, the spatial and temporal variation of the forcing is determined by considering the interaction of two progressive shallow water waves approaching the beach obliquely. In the surf zone, incident wave amplitudes are assumed to be proportional to the water depth. Thus inside the breakpoint, radiation stress gradients are constant and no forcing occurs. However, at the breakpoint, gradients arising from breaking and nonbreaking waves are turned on and off (like a wave maker) with ti•nescales and length scales determined by the modulation of the breaker position. The tbrcing in this region is stronger, with inviscid growth rates resulting in edge waves growing to the size of the incident waves of the order of about 10 edge wave periods, a factor of 2-10 times larger than in the offshore region. Using a si•nple par,-uneterization for frictional damping, edge wave equilibrium mnplitudes are lbund to depend linearly on the ratio tan ]•/C a , where fl is the beach slope and Ca is a bouom drag coefficient. For tan•/C a about 3-10, equilibrium amplitudes can be as •nuch as 75% of the incident waves over most of the infragravity portion of the spectrum. When the forcing is turned off, these dissipation rates result in a half-life decay timescale of the order of 10-30 edge wave periods.
In the work by Foda and Mei [1981] , low-frequency waves are generated by wave-wave interaction assuming a fixed breakpoint position for all waves. This allows incident modulations to progress to the shoreline, and edge waves are forced everywhere. In nature, however, the initial breakpoint of individual waves is not constant through time, nor is the breaker line uniform along the beach. Under most conditions, temporal and spatial variations in the width of the surf zone occur on large timescales and space scales, of the order of infragravity scaling [Symonds et al., 1982] . Although the basic physics inshore from the breakpoint is doubtful, Foda and Mei do consider resonant edge wave growth, also considered here, and thus a brief comparison with their results is made later. Symonds et al. [1982] consider the problem of long wave forcing by time modulations in surf zone width for the case of a plane sloping bed and later included interactions with barred topography [Symonds and Bowen, 1984] . In contrast to Foda Schaffer [1994] uses a WKB (optics) approach to describe the incident waves and drives the edge waves with radiation stress modulations determined by fluctuating amplitudes (i.e., the two incident waves are assumed to approach from the same direction). Numerical solutions are considerably complicated by an angular bottom which necessitates a matching condition at a corner in the profile. Furthermore, Schaffer's offshore profile is horizontal; thus waves propagating offshore beyond this "shelf" are no longer refracted, thus limiting the possible edge waves which can exist. Low-frequency response is found through numerical calculation, with resonant modes determined critically by the single-incident wave angle and the offshore profile configuration. This results in a very specific set of results only valid for these restricted set of conditions.
In this paper we present a mechanism for the resonant forcing of edge waves in shallow water through modulations in radiation stress gradients. We consider two interacting shallow water incident waves whose difference wavenumbers and frequencies satisfy the edge wave dispersion relation. The total forcing is found by integrating the growth rate equation froin the shoreline to deep water (relative to wind waves). Contributions to the forcing from inside and outside the surf zone are examined by separating the forcing integral at the breakpoint. We consider the simplest case of a planar beach profile, where forcing in the surf zone is determined by a time and space dependent fluctuation in the width of the surf zone.
In the next section we review the theory for edge waves on a plane sloping beach beginning with the forced shallow water (depth integrated), linearized equations of motion, leading to an analytic expression for the initial (undamped) edge wave growth rate. Model results are then presented, comparing the relative contributions to the forcing from the components of the radiation stress and also the strength of inviscid growth rates in the surf zone and offshore regions. Results are then discussed in terms of the validity of model assumptions, parameter sensitivity, and implications in field situations (spectral forcing). The effect of a linearized dissipation term on edge wave growth is discussed. In Appendix B the extension of the calculations to an incident wave spectrum is briefly discussed.
Model Edge Wave Theory
The forced, shallow water (depth integrated), linearized equations of motion including a linearized dissipation term are [Phillips, 1977] m + -Sxx + -•,u where Fxx, Fyx, Fxy, and Fyy are the components of the total forcing, F, corresponding to the four second derivatives on the right-hand side. The forcing and frictional dissipation are assumed to be of second order, and we ignore their effects on both the wave solutions and the dispersion relation (which could be significant if the forcing and friction are large).
For a plane beach, h= xtanfl, where/8 is the beach slope, the homogenous case (free waves) is satisfied by edge waves of the form [Eckart, 1951 ] rln (x, y,t ) -•-anc)n (x)e -i(l•y-cr•t) +(*)
where CYe=2nfeand ke=27r/L e are the edge wave radian frequency and alongshore wavenumber Ore and L e are the edge wave frequency and wavelength), n is the edge wave mode number, an are the complex modal amplitudes (which can be resolved into a magnitude and phase), (*) indicates the complex conjugate of the previous term, and i-4Z-f. The cross-shore structure of the edge wave waveform, qS,•(x), is given by c),
where L n is the Laguerre polynomial of order n. The approximate shallow water edge wave dispersion relation is given by [Eckart, 1951] 2 cye -gke(2n+ 1)tanfi (8)
Growth Rates
We seek an expression for the time rate of change of edge wave modal amplitudes, or growth rate, 3an/3t. Substituting (11) is the number of edge wave periods necessary for the edge wave to grow to the size of the primary incident wave.
Coupling Integral and Incident Wave Amplitudes
In deep water, resonant interactions are quartic and only forced waves are produced by triad interactions. In shallower water, resonant triad interactions can occur, producing variation in radiation stress which can match the edge wave dispersion relation. This spatial and temporal modulation gives rise to the possibility of edge wave growth. Although the modulation scales remain the same, the forcing function F, which depends on wave amplitude, varies as waves shoal in intermediate water and eventually break in the surf zone. As a consequence, there are two distinct forcing regions separated by the contour of the breaker line, x b (y,t) (shown graphically in Figure 1) , and the coupling integral can be written 
We consider the bichromatic case where the incident wave field is composed of two discrete wave trains with slightly different wavenumber and frequency,
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two incident waves.
Substituting • into (19) produces
Spq -Spq(*l*l)+2Spq(*l*2)+Spq(*2*2) (21)
The first and last terms represent the self-self interactions which generate •nean flows and harmonics. The harmonics do not contribute to low-frequency forcing in either region and are therefore neglected. Letting the amplitude of a primary wave •i be much larger than any secondary waves •2 (equation (14) (equivalent to H>-•(Ttanfi)2/2, so valid for nearly all oceanic cases), the bessel functions inay be approximated by [Stoker, 1947] Since we are taking T to be constant, all modulations inside the initial breakpoint vanish, and each component of (31) 
where Zt, is the mean breakpoint position. The upper limit of integration in (32) is determined froln the argument of (34) x/, -xt, We have considered the forcing due to an interacting incident wave field consisting of only two shallow water waves, yet in natural situations, incident wave fields are distinctly not bichromatic but rather consist of a spectrum of energy. If we have a continuous directional spectrum in nature, some (small) components of the forcing will satisfy the resonance condition for a number of different edge waves of various frequencies and wavenumbers.
In the offshore region where we have referenced amplitudes to the breakpoint, the spectral problem seems inherently linear where the superposition of many wave components leads to the possibility of resonant triad interactions occurring for any number of different (cyi-cyj, ki-kj) incident wave pairs. The forcing of a particular edge wave mode is just a linear sum of all possible interactions satisfying the edge wave dispersion relation. Bowen and Guza [1978] discuss the implications of this resonant restriction and show that for narrow-beam incident swells, some frequency selection, with a strong modal dependence, may be expected.
In the surf zone, the situation is more complicated because amplitudes are functions of local depth (and hence distance for monotonic beaches). However, for the bichromatic case, the forcing is dominated by F xx arising from the self-self interaction of the primary wave. If we consider only this term, then the growth rate equation takes the form 1 c-)a n . 
where H o is the mean breaker height calculated over all incident wave spectral components. Since zXx b is a function of y and t, the Fourier transform of (41) results in a spectral form for the perturbation, now given in terms of longshore wavenumber and frequency. This leads to the attractive result that time and space dependent observations of the width of the surf zone can be related to the edge wave forcing by the lYequency-wavenumber spectrum of the wave breaking distribution.
As indicated by the growth rate equations (30) and (38), the behavior of the forcing as a function of the various parameters turns out to be quite simple. Growth rate contributions from the surf zone mechanis•n vary with Xl, in a way which largely follows the shape of On. In the offshore region, the influence of mode number on actual rates is largely through the variance distribution of On in Xb space. That is, the rate of transferring energy from the incident field appears to be about the same for all modes, where, for higher modes, the energy must be spread over a larger cross-shore distance.
The only known measurements of growth rates for progressive edge waves are from the laboratory investigation of Bowen and Guza [1978] . Strict comparison with their results is difficult since their discussion was limited to Zb = 0.25, and furthermore, they have 6= 1.0, thus violating our assumption of small-amplitude modulation. Their observed growth rate is over an order of magnitude slower than predicted by the model. The effect of viscous damping is likely to be important in the laboratory case, and since the scales of the lab study are much different from those typically found in nature, no si•nple comparison is readily made. In addition, any reasonable damping mechanism is likely to be different in the two forcing regions and may well have characteristics which lead to preferential damping of high frequencies and low modes [Bowen and Guza, 1978' Holman, 19811 .
Damped Growth Rates
Up to this point we have considered only the undamped edge wave growth rate. Here we briefly examine the effect of frictional damping. If we retain the frictional term in (2) and (3), the normalized growth equation (11) The damping parameterization used in (47) is only applicable to waves in the surf zone. It is not known what the damping mechanism is in the offshore region. Herbets et al. [1995a] show that the ratio of shoreward to seaward propagating free infragravity waves decreases as sea and swell energy increases, suggesting that the damping of edge waves on the shelf depends on the incident wave energy level, in qualitative agreement with the surf zone damping mechanism examined.
Sensitivity to Model Parameters
The dependence of growth rates on Zb, tan/t, and cre is essentially combined into the nondimensional scaling parameter ,•b (equation (39) The growth rate equation also includes consideration of OnSince On decays exponentially offshore as a function of mode number, the offshore integral for low modes is not biased significantly by reduced contributions in intermediate water. Therefore, when evaluating the model, the upper limit of integration can be reduced for low sloping beaches without substantially underestimating the growth rate. This approximation is good for shallow beaches where edge wave length scales are small; for steep beaches the application is questionable. The approximation is also more accurate for the case of low modes which have a relatively rapid offshore decay' for higher modes with slower decay scales, contributions are more severely biased.
Comparison With Foda and Mei [1981]
Foda and Mei [1981] consider the problem of long waves generated by a normally incident swell which has a small alongshore variation which is fixed in space but has a slow modulation in time. This variation in wave height could be thought of as two incident waves of the same frequency approaching the beach from equal, but opposite, angles to the normal. The modulation is then the beat frequency between these waves and the normally incident wave. This is therefore a rather particular case of the general problem which we are considering. Their discussion was further limited in that the dominant (largest) wave is normally incident. However, Foda and Mei have carried through a very sophisticated analysis which includes results for the case where the long waves grow to magnitudes of the same order as the incident modulation. They can therefore discuss the processes that eventually limit edge wave growth. However, the complexity of the calculation rather precludes any simple interpretation of these The model indicates that the forcing arising from the crossshore component of onshore directed momentum flux provides the major contribution to the edge wave forcing, particularly for small angles of incidence, higher edge wave modes, and lower frequencies. Increasing incident wave angle tends to reduce the contribution in the offshore region for all modes because of the relative phase relationships of the forcing components, whereas the growth rate inside the surf zone is enhanced tending to favor the breakpoint mechanism in the overall growth rate.
We find that the strength of the surf zone generation mechanism is 2-10 times greater than in the offshore region for parameter ranges of particular interest. Thus considering Ho7tanfi ala2 -) (Bll their insightful comments which led to a correction to the surf zone forcing mechanism and in general greatly improved the paper. Joan Semler prepared the typeset manuscript.
